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Abstract

The paper presents a study on PAPA, a Personal Assistant, powered by Private AI,
and a novel integration of Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) for personalized
knowledge management (KM). It highlights the development and evaluation of a
prototype that operates locally, ensuring data privacy and user control over personal
knowledge bases. The research emphasizes the challenges of resource limitations and
the current reliance on external cloud-based Large Language Models (LLMs). It also
discusses the potential of RAG in enhancing personal KM through a sophisticated
search mechanism rather than a fully-fledged assistant. The paper concludes with
the optimism for future advancements in GPU technologies and AI systems to make
powerful tools more accessible for localized use, aiming for a secure and self-reliant
knowledge management ecosystem.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Generative AI (GenAI) is booming due to its remarkable capabilities. Open AI’s
ChatGPT is one of the most popular applications right now and more and more
companies want to adapt artificial intelligence (AI) and integrate it into their busi-
ness. [JCD+23] [Dua24] [AM23]

The demand for building AI-assistants in the business of Knowledge Management
(KM) has significantly grown. This paper focuses on bringing the idea to a new level
by allowing owners to fully utilize the capabilities of AI, customized and specific to
their knowledge base. Instead of relying on general AI that tends to provide broad,
vague responses, AI integrated in KM assists in accurately categorizing, retrieving,
and analyzing information, ultimately improving decision-making and productivity
within an organization. [Eli23]

However, there exist inherent challenges and concerns related to privacy and data
ownership. 53% of Americans say they fear AI will damage the privacy of people
who want to keep their data safe. It is important to acknowledge that a majority of
AI capabilities are owned by big companies and third parties. Ensuring the privacy
of an owner’s data and respect for their data sovereignty becomes an urgent matter.
Companies and individuals must carefully choose between using AI technologies
for KM and maintaining their responsibility to protect their sensitive data. [TK23]
[Kor23]

1.2 Problem Statement

In today’s digital world, knowledge workers, business customers, and individuals
are overwhelmed by an enormous amount of data that requires the use of effective
KM strategies. This challenge not only involves the organization and retrieval of
information but also ensures its confidentiality and integrity in a world increasingly
reliant on digital solutions. Despite the increasing use of digital tools designed to
improve KM and utilization, there is still a large gap in AI solutions that prior-
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1 Introduction

itize data protection while providing personalized, comprehensive, and interactive
assistance. [KEC23] [BMR11]

This gap underscores a critical issue: the need for a system that can serve as a ’second
brain’, capable of not only aggregating and organizing information but also ensuring
that data remains confidential and fully under the user’s control. Current solutions
are primarily based on cloud-based models, which carry risks for data protection and
data sovereignty. While Large Language Model (LLM)s have emerged as a powerful
tool for enhancing KM through services like Microsoft’s integration of OpenAI’s
ChatGPT, they predominantly operate on cloud-based platforms. This reliance on
external cloud components introduces significant concerns regarding data privacy,
knowledge drain, and the potential leakage of intellectual property, particularly for
critical decision-makers and top executives. The gap in current knowledge primarily
revolves around the development of a system capable of leveraging the advanced
capabilities of LLM while operating entirely on-premise, thus guaranteeing data
privacy and security. [For22] [Cuo23]

This paper proposes the creation of PAPA (Personal Assistant, powered by Private
AI), a privacy-focused, comprehensive, and interactive second brain. PAPA aims
to operate securely on a local machine, offering a personalized and interactive sec-
ond brain that enhances KM without compromising data confidentiality, keeping
sensitive information under the user’s control and away from cloud vulnerabilities.
This solution intends to bridge the existing gap by providing seamless connectivity
to one’s knowledge base, offering a personalized experience that enhances data uti-
lization without compromising on privacy. This research seeks to fill the existing
knowledge gap by detailing the design, implementation, and evaluation of a sys-
tem that leverages the power of LLMs in a user-centric, privacy-preserving manner,
providing a blueprint for future developments in the field.

The development of PAPA as a privacy-centered, interactive second brain pro-
vides a clear direction for the overall research work, which includes the follow-
ing:

1. Designing a privacy-friendly architecture that enables LLMs local operation
and ensures that the data remains under the user’s control.

2. Ensuring the integration of PAPA with an existing knowledge base to enable
a truly personalized user experience
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3. Evaluate the effectiveness of PAPA in securely improving KM and utilization
with a focus on data privacy.
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2 Theoretical Foundations

2.1 Knowledge Management

KM is a relatively recent field that has evolved rapidly over the past few decades.
Despite its young history, KM has become central to organizational strategy, as
knowledge is increasingly recognized as one of the most crucial assets a company
can possess. The ability to effectively manage, disseminate, and leverage knowl-
edge within an organization can lead to significant competitive advantages, in-
novation, and improved decision-making processes. This recognition underscores
the imperative for systems and methodologies that enable efficient knowledge han-
dling. [VSD+20]

In the age of ’big data’ companies collect tremendous amounts of unstructured data
about customer contracts, product specifications, employee handbooks, processes,
research and overall internal knowledge. This leads to scattered and incoherent
data through out companies’ systems. IDC predicts 90% of companies data are
unstructured data. The problem of not being able to retrieve important and rele-
vant information can not only cost many nerves but also cause immense costs for
businesses as IDC estimates "that an enterprise employing 1,000 knowledge workers
wastes at least $2.5 to $3.5 million per year searching for nonexistent informa-
tion, failing to find existing information, or recreating information that can’t be
found." [FS01] [IDC22]

The rise of GenAI, including advanced LLMs, has significantly changed the KM
landscape. By training LLMs on one’s own data, users can apply GenAI to their
own particular field and domain. GenAI technologies have introduced new meth-
ods for capturing, processing, and generating knowledge, transforming traditional
approaches to KM. These technologies have made it possible to automate complex
tasks related to knowledge processing, retrieve personalized information, and im-
prove decision-making capabilities by providing insights into huge data sets that were
previously unmanageable. The integration of GenAI into KM practice represents a
critical shift that highlights the need for theoretical and practical pipelines to address
the complexity of modern knowledge ecosystems. [MA24]
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2 Theoretical Foundations

2.2 Large Language Models

The ambition to process natural language computationally has been a cornerstone of
artificial intelligence research, leading to the development of natural language pro-
cessing (NLP). The field of NLP set the stage for LLMs, aiming to enable computers
to understand, interpret, and generate human language in a way that is both mean-
ingful and contextually relevant. The evolution from rule-based systems to machine
learning and deep learning models marked significant milestones in this journey. A
pivotal moment in the history of LLMs was the publication of the ’Attention Is
All You Need’ paper in 2017 by Vaswani et al., which introduced the transformer
architecture. This architecture, based on self-attention mechanisms, revolutionized
the way models process sequences of data, enabling more effective handling of long-
range dependencies in text and significantly improving the performance of NLP
tasks. [VSP+17]

The field of LLMs has witnessed an unprecedented boom in technological progress
since 2022. This period has seen the introduction of models with ever-increasing size
and complexity, capable of generating human-like text and performing a wide range
of NLP tasks with remarkable accuracy. The advancements in model architecture,
training techniques, and data processing have not only enhanced the capabilities of
LLMs but also expanded their applicability across various domains, from conversa-
tional AI to content creation and beyond. [Dea23] [Mar23a]

There are mainly two types of LLMs: decoder-only transformers and encoder-
decoder-transformers. Even though the encoder-decoder architecture is the one
originally proposed by by Vaswani et al., its application today is predominantly
focused on generative tasks that require a close adherence to the input text, such
as translation and summarization tasks. For broader generation tasks decoder-only
models are used as the models are trained on such vast amounts of data that an
explicit encoding of the input sequence is not needed. Furthermore, most LLMs
todate come in two variants depending on the stage of training. The first variant
are base models which are not fine tuned much and subsequently mainly suited for
text completion after being provided with an initial prompt. The second variant are
the instruct or chat models. Those are fine-tuned on instructions and conversational
data which makes them a better fit for NLP tasks [Hug23].

However, to create those LLMs significant computational resources for training and
inference are required , including vast amounts of data, processing power, and energy.
This resource intensiveness has led to the predominant deployment of LLMs on
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cloud-based hyperscaler servers, where the necessary infrastructure can support the
demands of these models. While cloud deployment facilitates the scalability and
accessibility of LLMs, it also raises concerns regarding privacy, data sovereignty,
and the environmental impact of computing at such a scale. [Ope18] [Hao19] [TK23]
[Kor23] [CBMA+23]

One first approach is the quantization technique which reduce computational re-
sources for model inference by lowering the precision of model parameters, typically
from floating point to lower-bit integers, such as 4 or 3 bits. This process aims to
minimize accuracy loss while speeding up inference and reducing model size. De-
spite a potential decrease in accuracy, quantization successfully preserve as much of
the model’s original performance as possible, balancing efficiency with effectiveness
allowing to execute 175 billion-parameter models within a single GPU. Furthermore,
with the usage of CPU-focused libraries such as GGML LLMs can even run on CPUs
if quantized to int-3 or int-2. [FAHA22] [Ger23]

2.3 Retrieval Augmented Generation

Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) is an advanced AI technology that im-
proves the performance of LLMs by integrating real-time data queries from external
knowledge bases. This process enriches LLMs with the ability to reference current
and accurate information, increasing the relevance and reliability of their results.
RAG addresses a major limitation of traditional LLMs by mitigating their tendency
to produce results based exclusively on statistical correlations within their training
data without an understanding of the actual content. By strategically incorporat-
ing external knowledge, RAG-equipped models can provide more accurate, reliable
and interpretable answers, significantly increasing their utility in a wide range of
applications. [LPP+21] [Mar23b]

The primary advantages of RAG include:

1. Enhanced Accuracy and Relevance: By drawing upon external databases, RAG
ensures that the information generated by LLMs is grounded in the most recent
and factual content. This feature is particularly beneficial for applications requiring
up-to-date knowledge or specific data points that may not be contained within the
model’s initial training set.

2. Increased Transparency and Trustworthiness: RAG allows users to trace back the
sources of the information provided by LLMs, offering a layer of transparency that
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2 Theoretical Foundations

bolsters user trust. This capability is critical for verifying the accuracy of the gener-
ated content and understanding the basis of the model’s responses.

For RAG to function effectively, knowledge is typically structured in the form of
embeddings. Embeddings are high-dimensional vectors that represent data in a
way that preserves semantic meaning, allowing for the efficient retrieval of infor-
mation relevant to a given query. This does not strictly have to involve embed-
dings. However, their use is prevalent due to their efficiency in mapping semantic
similarities within a high-dimensional space, facilitating the rapid retrieval of per-
tinent information from large datasets. Embeddings serve as a bridge between the
query and the most relevant pieces of knowledge, enabling the generative compo-
nent of RAG to produce precise, context-aware responses. [LPP+21] [WWC+19]
[ZBC+22]

RAG leverages a dual-component architecture that first retrieves information rele-
vant to a user query using a dense retriever, from an external knowledge base, like
a vector store containing embeddings. Then augments a prompt combining the re-
trieved information and the initial user prompt and then generates a response based
on this information using a generative model. This methodology allows RAG to au-
tomatically generate customized answers by tapping into a broad knowledge base,
selecting the most relevant information, and crafting responses that are not only
accurate but also tailored to the specific context of the query. The flexibility and
adaptability of RAG make it a useful tool for applications requiring high levels of
customization in answer generation, such as personalized assistance, and specialized
knowledge dissemination. [LPP+21] [DM23]

RAG facilitates the construction of customized Generative Pre-trained Transformer
(GPT) models by augmenting the generative capabilities of GPT with the targeted
information retrieval of RAG. This approach enables the development of GPT mod-
els that can provide more specialized, information-rich responses. By integrating the
retrieval mechanism, RAG allows for the dynamic expansion of GPT’s knowledge
base with specific datasets, effectively customizing the model’s output to reflect the
shades and depth of the targeted information domain. [LPP+21]
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3 Methodology

3.1 Design-Based Research

Design-Based Research (DBR) is a flexible and systematic approach ideal for ad-
dressing real-world challenges, notably in dynamic fields such as educational tech-
nology and AI. It is an iterative process focused on linking theory with practical
application to foster innovative solutions. DBR’s core principle is that research
should engage deeply with real problems, making it distinct from traditional theo-
retical models. In this study project, DBR guides the creation of a privacy-oriented
interactive system by providing a structured yet adaptable innovation process. It
is chosen for its capacity to yield practical insights essential for the design and de-
velopment of complex AI systems, ensuring they are not only functional but also
user-oriented, moving beyond concept to practically addressing privacy and data
ownership for KM AI-solutions. [Sch17]

The analysis and exploration phase is the first and foundational stage of the DBR
process, essential for understanding the problem and setting the groundwork for
the project’s development. Problem Identification: The phase starts by pinpointing
the specific challenges in the AI market, with a focus on privacy issues in digital
KM-assistants. This involves a contextual analysis within the wider AI development
sphere and defining the problem’s scope. Literature Review: A comprehensive liter-
ature review is conducted to assess previous solutions to similar problems, evaluate
their effectiveness, and position the current project within the existing knowledge
base, spanning theoretical and practical studies on AI privacy. Research and Design
Requirements: Clear, measurable research and design requirements are developed to
guide the design and testing phases, based on a deep understanding of the problem.
This phase is critical for steering the project, ensuring the research is relevant and
the intervention is theoretically sound, aiming for a significant impact on AI and
privacy. [Sch17]

In the Design and Development phase of DBR, theoretical research transitions into
the creation of a practical prototype. This is particularly crucial for the project.
Prototype Development: Starting with design specifications rooted in the initial re-
search, this phase involves crafting a prototype that incorporates user-centric design
and KM-AI-functionalities, directly addressing privacy concerns. The process is for
iterative prototyping. Feedback from these iterations refines the prototype, ensur-
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ing it aligns with project goals and integrates the requirements from the ground
up. [Sch17]

This study project reached now this phase of DBR. Once a functional prototype is
ready, it enters the Implementation and Testing phase, where its effectiveness and
user experience are evaluated in simulated real-world environments. Data Analysis:
Usage data and user feedback are collected and analyzed to gauge the prototype’s
performance. Iterative Testing: The DBR cycle continues with ongoing testing and
refinement based on empirical evidence, ensuring the prototype meets its intended
objectives and effectively bridges theoretical concepts with practical application.
[Sch17]

This phase is a crucial part of DBR, analyzing the prototype’s performance data to
measure success against initial objectives through both formative and summative
evaluations. Formative Evaluation: Involves ongoing assessment of the prototype’s
design and function, using feedback to pinpoint improvements that align with the
theoretical framework. Summative Evaluation: Offers a conclusive overview of the
prototype’s effectiveness in enhancing privacy, contributing to the broader under-
standing of AI privacy solutions. Reflective Practice: The team critically reviews
the entire DBR process, ensuring that findings lead to methodological enhancements
and inform future research. [Sch17]

Future steps include leveraging evaluation insights for further refinements and con-
tinuous improvement. The DBR cycle’s completion advances AI privacy technology
and contributes to the theoretical and practical knowledge, guiding future privacy-
centered AI development and setting a precedent for research that melds theory with
practice. [Sch17]
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4 Concept

4.1 Obsidian

Obsidian is a KM tool that is designed to work as a second brain. It is a markdown-
based note-taking application that helps users organize their thoughts, notes, ideas,
and research in a highly interconnected, non-linear fashion. Obsidian uses Markdown
for note-taking, which is a lightweight markup language with plain text formatting
syntax. This makes it easy to write and format notes quickly. One of the core
functionalities of Obsidian is the ability to link notes together. This helps in creating
a web of knowledge, where ideas and information are interlinked, making it easy to
navigate and discover relationships between different pieces of information. Obsidian
also provides a graphical representation of one’s notes and their interconnections
through its Graph View. This visual map allows users to see the structure of their
knowledge base and how notes are related to each other, facilitating easier navigation
and organization. Another feature is the support of community-developed plugins,
which extend the functionality of the software. These plugins can provide a wide
range of additional features, from enhancing the user interface to integrating third-
party services and automating tasks within the knowledge base. At its core, Obsidian
is designed to be a personal knowledge base. It allows users to build a customized
and highly individualized system for managing their knowledge, which can be both
broad, covering a wide range of topics, and deeply interconnected. For this study
project, Obsidian is used as a knowledge base and the basis to develop an AI-
Chatplugin. Obsidian also supports the idea of a privacy-focused solution, as users
run Obsidian locally and are the owners of all their notes, documents, and therefore
data, ideas, and research. [Obs]

4.1.1 Smart Connections

The ’Obsidian Smart Connections’ plugin, powered by OpenAI’s GPT-4 and em-
beddings, enhances Obsidian by allowing users to chat with their notes, uncovering
real-time relevant connections. It aims to democratize AI access, boosting produc-
tivity and creativity within the Obsidian community. Key features include Smart
View for note suggestions and Smart Chat for interactive conversations with notes,
making note management and insight discovery more intuitive and efficient. The
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Smart Chat feature is used as an inspiration for the plugin being developed in this
study project. [Pet]

4.2 Personal LLM Responses

In the development of a privacy-focused interactive second brain utilizing LLMs,
personalization of responses is crucial to creating a user-centric tool. Personalizing
LLM responses can follow two approaches, each with its advantages and limitations
in the context of privacy and resource utilization.

The first approach involves training the LLM directly on the user’s personal data,
leveraging what is known as parametric memory. This method integrates the user’s
data into the model’s parameters through extensive training processes. The pri-
mary advantage of this approach is its ability to cover multiple domains compre-
hensively, as the LLM incorporates all the context provided by the user’s data into
its responses. However, this method is resource-intensive, requiring significant time,
energy, and financial costs associated with the training process. The need for vast
computational resources to retrain or fine-tune the model for personalization pur-
poses presents considerable challenges, especially when considering scalability and
accessibility for individual users.

The second approach, embodied by RAG, introduces personal data to the LLM
through the prompts, utilizing non-parametric memory. This technique does not
integrate personal data directly into the model’s parameters but rather retrieves
relevant information dynamically in response to specific queries. It avoids the need
for extensive resources, making it suitable for local and offline applications. Also,
the RAG method is inherently more flexible and dynamic, allowing for the swift
incorporation of new information by simply adding it to the prompt. However,
it is primarily effective for single-domain queries since it relies on the information
retrieved specifically for each query, limiting the context to what is immediately
available.

Given the primary importance of data privacy and ownership in the design of a
personal assistant powered by private AI, the RAG approach aligns more closely
with the project’s objectives. RAG’s suitability for local and offline use ensures that
users retain control over their data, mitigating the risks associated with cloud-based
storage and processing. This method facilitates a personalized experience while
respecting the principles of privacy and data sovereignty, making it an optimal choice
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for integrating personalization into LLM-based applications without compromising
user privacy or requiring significant computational resources. On top, it gives users
the flexibility to choose their LLM-Chatmodel as the RAG process is decoupled from
the actual LLM.

4.3 Architecture

Figure 1: Smart Second Brain Architecture

The architecture depicted in the provided image represents a sophisticated solution
approach for a smart second brain, designed to enhance knowledge management
and retrieval using a combination of multiple LLMs, a vector store, and processes
to prepare the passed-through content. The term ’smart second brain’ comes from
the idea of turning Obsidian, which functions as a second brain, into a smart second
brain by infusing AI capabilities. This RAG architecture can be categorized as a
naive RAG. A naive architecture follows a traditional process that includes indexing,
retrieval, and generation. It is also characterized as a “Retrieve-Read” framework.
[YGW24]

Knowledge Base

At the foundation of this architecture lies the knowledge base, which is powered by
Obsidian, a second-brain application for knowledge management. This base houses
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a diverse collection of notes, documents, and images, forming a rich repository of
information that users can interact with.

Indexing

The process begins with the indexing of the knowledge base content. Documents
within Obsidian are segmented into coherent sections, or ’chunks’, to facilitate
more granular analysis and retrieval. An embedding model then processes these
chunks to generate embeddings, which are vector representations that capture the
semantic essence of the text. These embeddings are subsequently stored in a vec-
tor store, a specialized database designed to handle high-dimensional data effi-
ciently.

A vector store or vector database is a type of database that stores data as high-
dimensional vectors, which are mathematical representations of features. Each vec-
tor has a certain number of dimensions, which can range from tens to thousands,
depending on the complexity and granularity of the data. The vectors are gen-
erated by applying an embedding function to the raw data, such as text, images,
PDFs, and others. The embedding function can be based on various methods,
such as machine learning models, word embeddings, or feature extraction algo-
rithms. [Vec23]

The main advantage of a vector database is that it allows for fast and accurate
similarity search and retrieval of data based on their vector distance or similar-
ity. This means that instead of using traditional methods of querying databases
based on exact matches or predefined criteria, you can use a vector database to
find the most similar or relevant data based on their semantic or contextual mean-
ing. [Vec23]

Retrieval

When a user then initiates a query, the retrieval process starts. The embedding
model creates an embedding from the user’s query, transforming the natural lan-
guage input into a vector form that can be compared with document embeddings
from the vector store. A vector similarity search is then performed to identify and
retrieve documents from the vector store that are most relevant to the user’s query.
The system is configured to retrieve the ’top k’ documents, where ’k’ represents a pre-
defined number of documents that best match the query and reach the set threshold
of similarity with the user’s query. If there are fewer documents found that reach the
threshold than ’k’, fewer documents will actually be retrieved.
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Reduction

Occasionally, the breadth of retrieved documents may exceed the context capacity
of the LLM being used. In such instances, a reduction step is necessary, wherein the
documents undergo a summary reduction process. This step is crucial for filtering
out the essence of the content, ensuring that the most salient information is retained
while fitting within the LLM’s contextual limitations.

Augmentation

With the document information condensed appropriately, the next phase is augmen-
tation. The summarized information is integrated into a prompt template, ready for
interaction with the LLM. This template not only includes the retrieved and summa-
rized document information but also incorporates the user’s initial query and any rel-
evant chat history to provide context for the generation process.

Generation

Finally, the generation step takes place. The fully prepared prompt, including the
user query, chat history, and relevant document information, is passed to the chat
model. This generation model, synthesizes all the provided data to generate a
coherent and contextually informed response. It leverages its trained understanding
of language and the specific knowledge provided in the prompt to produce an output
that is personalized and responsive to the user’s informational needs from the initial
query.

14



5 Implementation

Given that the foundational premise of our approach centers on the utilization of
Obsidian as a KM system, our selection of technologies for the implementation is
constrained.

First, as Obsidan is an electron app, all plugins developed for it must be writ-
ten in JavaScript. This requirement restricts our options to languages within the
JavaScript ecosystem. We chose TypeScript as the implementation language to
ensure a type-safe and less error-prone developing experience. In addition, this ap-
proach streamlines the maintenance process, underscoring that this is a product,
rather than merely a proof of concept. Finally, the process of understanding and
extending the plugin is facilitated thereby lowering the barriers for third parties to
contribute.

Second, the vector search engine used in the implementation must be compatible
with the electron ecosystem. In the beginning, this posed a challenge. With the
aforementioned hype around Artificial Intelligence, there was an increase in the
development of vector search engines, so there is no sparsity on the market. However,
most of the popular vector search engines do not run locally especially not in electron
environments. For example the popular Faiss library [DGD+24] does not run inside
of electron environments. In the end, we chose Orama as it satisfied our mentioned
requirements [Riv22].

Third, to address the requirement of enabling the use of LLMs locally on personal
machines, a versatile solution was necessary. It must be compatible across various
computer architectures and operate both on CPUs and GPUs. Furthermore, it is
essential that the users can effortlessly install models of their choice. The most
sophisticated solution in this domain currently is Ollama [Mor23]. Ollama is an
open-source project designed to facilitate the management and selection of LLMs
like how Docker handles containers. Ollama incorporates GGML quantized models
hence allowing the models to also run on the CPU and simplifies the user experience
by allowing for easy model management thereby democratizing access to LLMs
[Ger23].

Finally, we use the LangChain framework. It is an open-source orchestration frame-
work that streamlines the development of applications using LLMs by providing an
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overarching interface. Furthermore, it provides a debug capability for LLM outputs
in LangChain applications [Cha23].

5.1 Knowledge Base Indexing

Obsidian exposes the getMarkdownFiles() function which returns all markdown files
for a specific Obsidian vault, providing us with the entire knowledge base. To chunk
the knowledge base we created the obsidianDocumentLoader(obsidianApp: App, files

: TFile[]) function. This function takes markdown files as input and splits each
file into smaller segments. We decided to segment the markdown files based on the
headings contained within the document. With more specific units of meaning the
embeddings will also be more precise and lead to better retrievals later on. The
size of the chunks cannot be larger than the maximum token size of the embedding
model. Otherwise, the model is not able to create a vector representation of this
chunk. To address this case we decided to check the size of each heading and its
corresponding paragraph. If the chunk is larger than the maximum token size of the
embedding model, we split the chunk again and provided those chunks with an ID
to indicate that they belong together.

After the chunking process, the chunks are processed by the embedDocuments(documents

: Document[], indexingMode: IndexingMode = ’full’) function. It aggregates the chunks
into batches, with the batch size acting as a hyperparameter that determines the
number of chunks to be embedded in a single execution. Opting for smaller batch
sizes tends to reduce the efficiency of the process. However, it enhances the robust-
ness as any errors encountered necessitate the re-execution of the entire batch. Each
batch runs through two stages.

The first stage involves passing the chunks to a record manager. This record manager
is a database designed to track the chunks that have been converted into vector
representations within the vector database. This tracking capability provided by
the record manager allows for the identification of chunks that have already been
embedded. Consequently, embeddings are generated solely for those segments that
have not yet been processed. In the event that the content of a chunk has been
modified, only the corresponding entries in both the chunk embedding and the
record manager are updated accordingly. If a chunk is already present in the record
manager, the embedding process is skipped. This method significantly enhances
the efficiency of the embedding process and, crucially for this project, conserves
computing resources.
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The second stage involves the embedding process where the chunks are passed into
the embedding model and turned into a vector representation of its content. The
vectors are then stored in the Orama vector store with a hash of the chunk as a
key and the vector itself as a value. Embedding models vary in the size of their
embedding dimensions and in the manner they represent the meaning of the em-
bedded text. Hence the dimensions of the Orama vector store have to be adjusted
dynamically depending on which embedding model is used. Consequently, this ne-
cessitates the usage of distinct vector stores for each embedding model utilized to
accommodate the unique dimensional specifications and representation methodolo-
gies of different models. This ensures that the retriever can always pull the relevant
documents for each specific user query.

5.2 Large Language Models

Our goal with this application is to give the user as much freedom in choosing the
model they want to employ as possible. As stated previously we chose Ollama to
satisfy this requirement. As Ollama is a separate application we connect over the
Ollama-provided REST API to Obsidian. The connection is only locally exposed
and does not need an internet connection. The endpoints include but are not limited
to generating a response from an input prompt with a provided model as well as
generating embeddings for the provided text.

LangChain provides an integration for Ollama allowing us to seamlessly integrate
these models into our application. An issue that arose was that LangChain uses the
fetch() API as Ollama only allows cross-origin requests from 127.0.0.1 and 0.0.0.0
by default and Obsidian as an electron application uses its own URL. This resulted
in constant CORS errors. To address this issue it is possible to add allowed origins
to the Ollama application. However, this creates more overhead for the user as he
has to change this variable manually [Mor23].

LangChain provides three distinct components associated with LLMs which are en-
capsulated by abstract classes: the BaseLLM class represents LLMs, the BaseChatModel

class is designated for Chat Models, and the Embeddings class is allocated for Text
Embedding Models. Ollama implements all three of these classes, enabling the uti-
lization of instruct, chat, and embedding models within the LangChain framework.
In the context of our current use cases, only the chat and embedding models are
relevant.
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To implement those we use the provided class extensions OllamaEmbeddings and
ChatOllama respectively. By providing the port on which the Ollama application is
running and the model to be used we can create an instance of each class. The user
is able to choose from all models installed with Ollama on his local machine which
model he would like to use as an Embedding model or as a Chat model respectively.
Employing distinct models for embedding and chatting, respectively, underpins our
strategy to favor smaller, specialized expert models over larger, more generalized
ones. Although this approach requires more storage space, it reduces the need for
computational memory. This trade-off is particularly beneficial for the local usage
requirement since storage space tends to be more affordable than computational
resources.

Furthermore, a LangChain VectorStoreRetriever is created, wherein the chosen em-
bedding model along with the corresponding Orama vector store is designated. The
retriever processes an input string by embedding it using the given embedding
model and then leverages Oramas vector search engine to perform a cosine simi-
larity search on the vectorized query and stored vectors. Subsequently, it retrieves
and returns the ’top k’ documents that have the highest similarity to the input
query.

5.3 RAG Pipeline

The LangChain Expression Language (LCEL) enables the construction of com-
plex AI applications with features like optimized parallel execution for reduced
latency and advanced mechanisms for retries and fallbacks to enhance system re-
silience. It also facilitates access to intermediate results, improving the trans-
parency and debuggability of processes. Consequently, LCEL simplifies the or-
chestration of the aforementioned components into a cohesive and robust RAG
pipeline.

The chain is configured to accept as input parameters the user’s query and a history
of previous messages, both provided as strings, along with the instantiated retriever
and the chosen chat model. Concurrently, the user query and the message history
are stored as parameters and the retriever fetches the most relevant documents re-
lated to the user’s query. Additionally, we implemented the docsPostProcessor()

function. Its purpose is to reassemble document chunks into their original struc-
ture when multiple chunks from the same document are retrieved. This process
involves sorting related chunks according to their original headings structure and
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merging overly lengthy paragraphs based on their previously given index, ensur-
ing the context provided is coherent and not merely a loose collection of retrieved
information.

Depending on the length of the query, the length of the chat history as well as the
value of ’k’ used for the retriever, this can amount to a lot of tokens. Tokens in
LLMs are the basic units of text, such as words or parts of words, depending on the
tokenization method. [Tho23] If the text exceeds the maximum input token size of
the embedding model we implement the docsReducePipe function which uses hierar-
chical tree summarization to reduce the size of the fetched context. Hierarchical tree
summarization is a naive approach to reduce the size of the retrieved context with
minimal information loss. For this purpose, the retrieved documents are split again
into smaller chunks to fit into the maximum input token window. The model is then
prompted to summarize the chunks to reduce the token size of the content. Subse-
quently, the summarized documents are merged and we check the amount of tokens.
If the reduction was enough we are done but if the input size is still exceeded we
repeat the process until the content fits into the token window.

The three parameters are passed to the next component, which utilizes a prompt
template designed through prompt engineering techniques to encourage the produc-
tion of relevant and coherent responses based on the provided parameters. The
quality of the response generated by the chat model is directly proportional to the
precision and structure of the prompt formulation, which augments the original user
query with the retrieved documents and chat history, thereby enhancing the con-
textual relevance of the generated response. This prompt is subsequently passed
to the chosen chat model which then generates its response. The prompt template
further guides the chat model to disregard irrelevant augmented information and
honestly state if lacks the information to address the query. The generation of the
response is streamed to the user so that he can witness the creation of the answer
in real-time.
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6 Results

The results of this scientific study project are encapsulated in the development of
a functioning prototype that embodies the integration of LLMs with a privacy-
focused naive RAG-framework for personalized knowledge management on a per-
sonal knowledge base. The development of the prototype represents a significant
step forward in the use of LLMs for personal and business purposes, with a focus
on privacy, flexibility, and user-centered design. By enabling users to retain con-
trol over their data while harnessing the power of AI for personalized knowledge
management, an approach is presented that could redefine the way individuals and
businesses interact with their information in a secure, efficient, and personalized
way.

6.1 Personalized Knowledge Management -

Personal Focus

A cornerstone of our project is the ability to generate answers based on personal
data, in other words, to create a personalized GPT. This means that all the function-
ality one would expect from an LLM is now available, with the added benefit of being
able to use one’s own data in real-time. Whether it is processing requests, generating
contextualized responses, or retrieving documents, the prototype shows that it can
do it all. The integration of RAG further enhances this capability and enables effi-
cient document searches in the user’s knowledge base. Therefore, the prototype is in-
troduced as a new way for an AI-assistant in the KM-domain.

6.2 Local Operation and Model Flexibility - Privacy

Focus

The prototype can operate locally, aligning with the core requirement of privacy
focus. Users have the flexibility to choose the LLM they wish to integrate, allowing
them to target specific business requirements, domains, and primary tasks. If users
wish to only leverage the personal-focused part of the prototype, they could still
leverage OpenAI’s far advanced LLMs, but which would then remove the privacy
aspect. This customizability goes so far that users can use their models and fine-tune
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them according to their specific industry, domain, or personal requirements. This
feature ensures that the prototype can serve a wide range of applications, from per-
sonal assistance to domain-specific knowledge management, without compromising
user privacy. The flexibility of freely choosing the LLMs allows for an even bet-
ter user experience as a specific domain trained LLM could be integrated, that has
domain and industry-specific general knowledge and real-time individual knowledge
from the user’s knowledge base.

6.3 Browser-Based Operation and

Independence

A particularly interesting aspect of the prototype is its ability to run entirely within
a browser, eliminating the need for server dependencies. Although the LLM com-
ponent itself requires more robust computational resources beyond current browser
capabilities, the developed package ’papa-ts’ operates independently. This pack-
age can not only be integrated into applications such as Obsidian but can also
be embedded directly into websites. This offers the possibility to create offline-
capable, serverless web applications that preserve user privacy and control over
their data.
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7 Discussion

In the discussion of this scientific paper, no presentable Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) for ’retrieval quality’ [Rob24] could be established, as no local LLMs were
found capable of generating sensible chat results before the deadline for submis-
sion but it is fair to say the used LLMs generate responses. So, one of the next
challenges is to find LLMs that are suitable for the specific tasks to create actual
comprehensive and contextually relevant responses and embed the knowledge in a
way that makes it correctly retrievable. However, it is noted that the pipeline does
function very effectively when interfaced with OpenAI’s ChatGPT, which highlights
the potential of the system under optimal conditions. One of the major successfully
developed features which is a key benefit of using RAG is that the links to the
notes work perfectly from where the content originates. Even though no KPIs can
be presented, current known RAG limitations and possible solution ideas will be
discussed.

RAG, in its present form, functions more as a search assistant within one’s knowledge
base rather than a fully-fledged personal assistant. It is tailored to find content
that mirrors the user’s query closely. A command like ’summarize all my notes’
is theoretically feasible, but it would require the parameter ’top k’ to encompass
the total number of notes and the threshold for inclusion to be set to zero, which
obliviously is not practical or efficient, as when the settings are set into this state
all the notes will be retrieved for every query.

Another significant concern with RAG is the potential for information loss, primarily
influenced by two factors: the ’k’ value and the threshold setting. The ’k’ value, the
number of notes retrieved, is inherently limited, and while the proposed approach
from this paper allows for the retrieval of all or a substantial number of notes, the
necessary summarization could result in the loss of relevant details. The threshold
setting poses a delicate balance. Setting it too low might include irrelevant informa-
tion while setting it too high could result in missing critical data or not retrieving any
data at all. The current developed state of the plugin requires manual adjustment
of these parameters, which makes it laborious to work with. A future development
goal is to automate the determination of optimal ’k’ and optimal threshold values
based on the intricacy and context of the query.

Another factor that could influence the KPI of ’retrieval quality’ [Rob24] is the choice
of LLMs. The accuracy of the embedding process is dependent on the specific LLM
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selected, and most are not explicitly trained for such retrieval tasks. Additionally,
the exclusion of chat history in the retrieval process may adversely affect KPIs, as
the chat context is not considered, potentially leading to less coherent or relevant
responses over the course of an interaction.

Looking ahead, the future outlook for this field is optimistic. With technological
advancements leading to more powerful and cost-effective GPUs, there is potential
for increased research and application of GPUs in diverse fields beyond their current
uses like gaming, graphic editing, or even ’Bitcoin’-mining. The move towards more
sophisticated and accessible AI applications is likely, provided the necessary com-
putational resources become more widely available. [HB22]

Ultimately, for the system to be truly autonomous and local, running the LLMs
entirely on-premise, significant resources are required. Until such a time when these
resources are readily available, patience remains a virtue for local users, or reliance
on cloud-based LLMs provided by external vendors will persist. The second option
would be to decrease the size of LLMs to be able to run them locally without the
need for a (personal) server. This underscores the need for ongoing development in
computational efficiency for the democratization of AI technologies to make local,
private AI a viable option for all users.

Figure 2: Summary of RAG ecosystem [YGW24]

This visual summary in figure: 2 from a scientific paper from 2024 about RAG for
LLMs fabulously depicts the RAG ecosystem. In there, one can find many aspects
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that were talked about in this paper but also many more aspects that did not fit in
the scope of this study project. But it is a good visualization to show how broad
the field of RAG already is, and that it can be used to make really significant steps
in research.

It shows that with being a naive RAG the developed prototype is really at the
beginning and at a very primitive state. In the ’Techniques for Better RAG’ one can
find the outlined ideas for improvement like the chunk optimization to automate the
adjustment for ’top k’ and the threshold. Or the retriever and generator fine-tuning,
meaning to find better LLMs that fit the purpose of embedding and retrieving the
right content.

This visualization also serves as good guidance on where the research can be contin-
ued when looking at the challenges, whereas the context length was already tackled
through the summary reduction within the proposed RAG-pipeline.
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8 Conclusion

One can draw the conclusion that it is possible to build a Personal Assistant, pow-
ered by Private AI aka PAPA. The developed RAG-pipeline allows users to interact
with their personal knowledge on a private computer if enough resources are avail-
able.

In conclusion, this paper has addressed the pressing need for a privacy-focused, ef-
ficient personal knowledge management system by proposing a novel integration of
RAG with LLMs. Despite the challenges posed by resource limitations, which pre-
vented the generation of definitive KPIs and the deployment of a fully local LLM
capable of producing high-quality chat interactions, the paper has laid the ground-
work for significant advancements in the field of personalized knowledge manage-
ment.

The RAG pipeline, when used in connection with OpenAI’s ChatGPT, demon-
strates the potential for such systems to significantly enhance the accessibility and
utility of personal knowledge bases. The demonstration with ChatGPT is no sci-
entific breakthrough but it can be used to showcase what is possible once fitting
LLMs for retrieval tasks are found. While current limitations of RAG highlight
its role as a sophisticated search assistant rather than a complete personal assis-
tant, these insights provide valuable direction for future research and development
efforts.

Furthermore, the discussion has clarified the critical factors influencing the ’retrieval
quality’ KPI, such as the ’top k’ documents and threshold parameters, and that
these may be optimized through automatic determination in future iterations of
the system. The paper also underscores the importance of the selection of LLMs
and the inclusion of chat history in improving the relevance and coherence of re-
sponses.

As we look to the future, with the anticipated advancement in GPU technologies
and a broader application of AI systems, there is a strong indication that the focus
will shift towards making these powerful tools more accessible for personal and
localized use. This transition will address the current dependency on external cloud-
based LLMs, driving the field towards a more secure and self-reliant knowledge
management ecosystem.
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8 Conclusion

In essence, this paper not only contributes to the academic discourse on knowledge
management and AI but also presents a tangible step towards realizing a system that
aligns with the ideals of data privacy, user control, and local operation. The foun-
dation laid by this research invites further exploration and innovation, setting the
stage for future breakthroughs that will empower users to harness the full potential
of their knowledge assets in a secure and personalized manner.
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